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FUNCTION FOUR ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS 
FOR LDCs 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, & 48 

 
 

LDC 41 - AUTOMATION OPERATIONS 
 
CLEAN MACHINE 
Blowing the dust out of machine/minor maintenance. 
 
LOAD SORT PLAN 
Selection of specific sort plan for loading on DBCS’s/CSBCS’s. 
 
LOAD LEDGES/FEEDER 
Dumping the tray of mail on the ledge feeder or jogger. 
 
MACHINE FAILURES/IDLE TIME 
Machine or computer breaks down or jams.  Making notes of down time and cause. 
 
DBCS/CSBCS MAIL PREP 
Separating the DBCS/CSBCS mail by machine run. 
 
PULL DBCS/CSBCS BINS/LETTER TRAYS 
Removing mail from the DBCS/CSBCS bins and placing in letter trays.  Removing 
letter trays from staged DBCS/CSBCS carts. 
 
REPORTS/LOG 
Printing end of run reports and writing notes in the log. 
 
STAGING FULL/EMPTY EQUIPMENT 
Removing filled or emptied equipment from the area and staging for dispatch or second 
pass. 
 
SETUP/LABELING 
Placing letter trays in the DBCS/CSBCS carts and setting up dispatch rolling stock.  
This includes obtaining header cards or labels, labeling the bins, and tagging dispatch 
equipment. 
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LDC 43 - DISTRIBUTION OPERATIONS 
A=Allied, L=Letter, F=Flat 

 
 
43A - SETUP DISTRIBUTION AREA 
Retrieving and set up of empty equipment such as trays APC'S, carts, etc., necessary to 
support distribution operations, i.e. Parcel Post, SPRs, mail preparation, and presort.  
This activity may be hard or soft time depending upon the time criticality of the activity. 
Staging of equipment prior to AM mail arrival would be hard time. Hanging sacks in the 
afternoon to prepare for tomorrow would normally be considered soft time.   
 
43A - UNLOAD AND STAGING INCOMING MAIL 
Removing all mail and equipment from incoming transportation and staging (movement 
of equipment containing mail) in appropriate area.  
 
43A - MAIL PREPARATION 
Preparation of mail, (i.e. open, dump, cull) for a final distribution.  Includes cutting 
bands, removing plastic wrap, traying, combining of trays, placing handfuls in 
distribution equipment, presort sortation at first handling, opening and traying of presort 
sacks at carrier route. 
 
43A - PULL DISTRIBUTION CASES 
Extracting mail from distribution cases by separation and placing in the container. 
 
43A - PRESORT LETTER/FLAT MAIL 
Opening mixed routes of presorted sacks.  Distribution of presorted mail to a case or 
other established equipment. 
 
43A - SPREADING MAIL 
Spreading manually distributed, automated, full coverage, carrier routed sacks, and 
presort mail to the carrier routes.  Includes mail taken to the box section. Standard mail 
spreading may be soft time depending on color code/delivery commitment. 
 
43A - PARCEL POST/SPRs 
Set up and distribution of Parcel Post and SPRs. 
 
43A - STORING OF EMPTY EQUIPMENT- This would be soft time. 
Storage of empty equipment, i.e. sacks, tubs, trays, APCs, etc.   
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LDC 43 - DISTRIBUTION OPERATIONS 
A=Allied, L=Letter, F=Flat 

 
43L - LETTER- PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution of single letters into a distribution case at first handling.  Includes retrieving 
mail from working equipment such as cage, hamper, gurney, or u-cart and returning 
empty trays.  Cutting of bands (if not isolated operation.) Standard mail distribution may 
be soft time depending on color code/delivery commitment. 
 
 
43F - FLAT - PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution of single flats into a distribution case at first handling.  Includes retrieving 
mail from working equipment such as cage, hamper, gurney or u-cart and returning 
empty tubs.  Cutting of bands (if not isolated operation.) Standard mail distribution may 
be soft time depending on color code/delivery commitment. 
 
 
43L- LETTER - SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution of single letters or missorted letters into a secondary distribution case at 
second handling.  Includes retrieving mail from working equipment such as cage, 
hamper, gurney, or u-cart and returning empty trays.  The second handling could be 
firm, box section, or dorm. Standard mail distribution may be soft time depending on 
color code/delivery commitment. 
 
 
43F - FLAT - SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION 
Distribution of single flats or missorted flats into a secondary distribution case at second 
handling.  Includes retrieving mail from working equipment such as cage, hamper, 
gurney, or u-cart and returning empty tubs.  The second handling could be firm, box 
section, or dorm. Standard mail distribution may be soft time depending on color 
code/delivery commitment. 
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LDC 44- BOX OPERATIONS 
 
 
BOXING DIRECTS 
Placement of mail been isolated at a distribution point for a specific box, caller, or large 
firm into a box or receptacle.  Verification of direct mail. 
 
BOXING SECONDARY LETTERS 
Distribution of single letters or missorted letters into a secondary distribution case at 
second handling.  Includes retrieving mail from working equipment such as cage, 
hamper, gurney, or u-cart and returning empty trays.  The second handling could be for 
firm, delivery section, or CFS dispatch. 
 
BOXING NON DPS LETTERS 
Placement of letters into a PO box. 
 
BOXING DPS LETTERS 
Placement of letters into a PO box. 
 
BOXING SECONDARY FLATS 
Distribution of single flats or missorted flats into a secondary distribution case at second 
handling.  Includes retrieving the mail form the working equipment such as cage, 
hamper, gurney, or u-cart and returning empty trays.  The second handling could be for 
firm, delivery section, or CFS/dispatch. 
 
BOXING FLATS 
Placement of flats into a P0 box. 
 
BOXING - SECONDARY PARCEL POST, SPR's, NOTICES AND LOCKER KEYS 
Distribution of single Parcel Post, SPR's, notices, and locker keys or missorted Parcel 
Post or SPRs into a secondary distribution case at second handling.  Includes retrieving 
the mail from the working equipment such as cage, hamper, gurney or u-cart, and 
returning empty trays.  The second handling could be for firm, delivery section, or CFS 
dispatch. 
 
BOXING - PARCEL POST, SPR's, NOTICES AND LOCKER KEYS 
Boxing PP/SPR's, recording and placing of a notice or parcel locker key for an article 
which is too large for a PO box, and the storing of that article. 
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LDC 45 WINDOW OPERATION 
 
 
SET UP COUNTER 
Remove drawer from vault or safe and prepare to open the window. 
 
WINDOW ACTIVITY 
ITEM ITEM 
Advance Deposits (all classes) Letters (Mailing) 
Annual Permit Fees (Payment) Library Rate 
APO Mailings Local Transportation Payments 
Bill Payments (Phone, Gas, etc.) M-Bags 
Bird Stamp Sales Meter (Settings, Removal) 
Book Rate Money Orders, Cash/Filing 
Bound Printed Matter Money Order, Tracers 
Box Rentals (All Services) PAL (Parcel Air Lift) 
Bulk Mail Acceptance Parcel Post (Mailings) 
Business Reply Delivery Parcel Post (Pickups) 
Caller Service Fees (Payment) Passports 
Canceling of letters and flats Permit Imprints 
Certificate of Mailing Philatelic Sales 
Certified Letter or Flat (mailing) Phone Card Sales 
Certified Letter or Flat (Pick up) Postage Due (All transactions) 
Change of Address (Acceptance) Postage Sales  
COD (Mailing) Postal Products 
COD (Pickup) Post Cards 
Customs (Mailing) Priority Mailings 
Customs (Pickup) Priority Mailings – Global 
Domestic Money Orders PO Box Key 
Envelopes (Stamped) PVI (Barcode Only) 
Express Mail Acceptance (All types) Refunds (All Types) 
Flats (Mailing – 1st or 3rd class) Registered (Mailings) 
Food Coupons Registered (Pickups) 
FPO – Mailings Retail Sales 
Hold Mail (Acceptance, Pickup) Return Receipts 
Inquiries (All types) SAM (Space Available Mail) 
Insured (Mailings) Selective Services 
Insured (Pickups) Special Delivery 
Insured International Mail Special Handling 
International Express Stamp Guides 
International Mailing (letter, package) Trust Entries/Withdrawals 
International Money Order Vending Transactions 
International Reply Coupon Weight Entry 
 Zip Code Directories 
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LDC 45 WINDOW OPERATION 
 
 
CLOSE COUNTER FINAL 1412 
Counting money, preparing 1412, locking drawer away in safe, logging registers at point 
of sale from customers. 
 
ADVANCE DEPOSIT 
Clerk preparing advance deposit. 
 
AUDIT STAMP CREDITS 
Auditing accountability for stamp credit. 
 
STOCK REQUISITION 
Completing form 17 and counting stamp stock when received. 
 
LOBBY SWEEPS  
Lobby sweeps performed by clerks 
 
SCANNING DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 
Scanning delivery confirmation mail. 
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LDC 46 VENDING EQUIPMENT 
 
 
SERVICES RETAIL VENDING EQUIPMENT  
 
♦ Replenishing postal merchandise 
♦ Replenishing change 
♦ Responding to trouble calls to correct equipment or operational problems 
♦ Assembling & disassembling mechanical equipment for self-service units 
♦ Performing minor corrective maintenance for self-service units 
♦ Maintaining records and preparing reports 
♦ Repairing electrical equipment 
♦ Testing and calibrating scales (weighing/rating units) 
♦ Ordering and replacing unserviceable components 
♦ Setting pricing and quantity switches for accurate vends 
♦ Routine cleaning tasks ensuring neat appearance of vending equipment 
♦ Reporting of housekeeping deficiencies 
♦ Maintaining custody of large credit in stamps, stamped paper, and cash  
♦ Requisitioning stock  
♦ Preparing stock for vending dispense 
♦ Maintaining updated inventory of postal merchandise 
♦ Returning merchandise for stamp destruction committee 
♦ Making cash deposits to bank 
♦ Removing currency and coins resulting from sales 
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LDC 48 ADMINISTRATIVE  
 
 
ACCOUNTABLE CAGE OPERATION - MANUAL PROCESS ONLY 
Handling and logging of incoming, on hand, and outgoing registers/accountables. 
Sorting, writing, and storing of accountables (i.e. certified, COD, postage due, etc.) for 
the total office. 
 
ACCOUNTABLES - SCANNING 
Handling, scanning and logging of incoming, on hand, and outgoing 
registers/accountables. 
 
ADVANCED DEPOSITS 
When a clerk verifies another clerk's deposit and witnesses the sealed envelope. 
 
BOX MAINTENANCE - This would be soft time. 
Any activity related to the box section maintenance, (i.e. keys, locks, form 1532, form 
1538, form 1091A, form 1093 box verification, labeling, and BATS input, etc.) 
 
BUSINESS REPLY & POSTAGE DUE- This would be soft time. 
Sorting, weighing, rating, counting, and manual recording of BRM and postage due 
mail. 
 
BULK MAIL ACCEPTANCE (ALL CLASSES) - This would be soft time. 
Processing and verifying bulk mail, all classes, (if not LDC 79.) 
BRAVIS input, weekly and AP reports. 
 
CALLER SERVICE- This would be soft time. 
Delivery of firms, caller or vacation hold mail other than provided by window operations. 
 
CANCELLATION OPERATION- This would be soft time. 
Culling, facing, and canceling operation.  This includes staging of mail in appropriate 
area. 
 
CARRIER CHECK IN AND OUT 
Passing out accountables, keys, dog spray, and clearing carriers.  Filing of 3849's, 
storing accountables, returning accountables, and handling mailing receipts. 
 
CFS DISPATCH- This would be soft time. 
Preparation for dispatch, (gathering, traying, sleeving, labeling and staging in dispatch 
area.)  Includes shipment of ACS flats to CFS. 
 
CLAIMS & INQUIRIES- This would be soft time. 
Function related to employee completion of forms, investigation of non-receipt, delayed 
delivery, or damaged mail. (Form 1510 or PS 1000) 
 
COLLECTION BOXES 
Retrieving mail from collection boxes and collection drops in front of or inside of the post 
office. 
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LDC 48 ADMINISTRATIVE 

 
 
CONSOLIDATE 1412 
♦ Verify individual clerk cash, receipts, and checks. 
♦ Transfer manual 1412 from contract stations on to the disk. 
♦ Consolidate individual clerk disk. 
♦ Prepare office deposits. 
♦ Verify deposits. 
♦ Prepare deposit registers. 
♦ File receipts and supporting. 
♦ Transmit RCU/documents. 
 
COPY MACHINE- This would be soft time. 
Any activity related to stocking, servicing, and record keeping of the copy machine. 
 
DISPATCH 
Separation of collection mail, collection of screen line mail, dock acceptance, expediting, 
loading of trucks, and setting up dispatch area. 
 
EXPRESS MAIL SCANNING 
Handling, scanning and logging of incoming, on hand, and outgoing Express Mail. 
 
EXPRESS MAIL DELIVERY BY A CLERK 
Clerk delivers Express Mail. 
 
SCANNING DELIVERY CONFIRMATION 
Scanning delivery confirmation mail. 
 
GENERAL OFFICE DUTIES- This would be soft time. 
All administrative functions not previously identified (typing, filing, human resources 
personnel records, and customer information.) 
 
MISCELLANEOUS DUTIES- This would be soft time. 
Any element that is an administrative function performed by a clerk (i.e. Cashbook, form 
3930, DSIS input, etc.) 
 
NIXIES- This would be soft time. 
Local handling of mail with poor address hygiene, loop, 3579's, 3547's, and UAA mail. 
Includes canceling barcodes, preparation of ACS flats for CFS, sending mail to CFS, 
directory service, stamping return endorsements, traying, labeling if necessary, back 
canceling, and staging in dispatch area. 
 
OPENING AND CLOSING OFFICE 
Unlocking the gates and doors, turning off the alarm, turning on lights, and putting up 
the flag.  Activities related to closing and securing the unit, (i.e. lowering the flag, turning 
off lights, setting alarm and locking doors.) 
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LDC 48 ADMINISTRATIVE 
 
 
POSTING BRM AND PD ACCOUNTS- This would be soft time. 
Transfer of the manual recording into proper accounts in the computer or manual 
ledger. 
 
PREPARE SECOND NOTICES- This would be soft time. 
Pulling mail for second and final notices, returning of unclaimed mail, and filing of 3849's 
on return items.  Distribution of notices to specified areas. 
 
RCU BACK-UP AND TRANSMIT- This would be soft time. 
Copying data from the supervisors disk to the RCU disk and preparing for data 
transmission. 
 
RECORDING DISTRIBUTION VOLUME- This would be soft time. 
When performed by a clerk, compressing and/or recording incoming mail at first and 
second handling.  Includes combining trays and placing handfuls in the distribution 
equipment.  (As a reminder, all verification is to be performed by a manager.) 
 
SAFETY AND SERVICE TALKS- This would be soft time. 
Time used to give safety and service talks. 
 
STAMP BY MAIL- This would be soft time. 
Processing stamps by mail, fax, and phone. 
 
SUPPLIES- This would be soft time. 
Time used by clerk to order office, janitorial, or other supplies. 
 
TELEPHONE- This would be soft time. 
Time used by clerk to answer the telephone or make an outgoing call. 
 
TIME KEEPING - This would be soft time. 
Any activity pertaining to the verification and correction of workhours and attendance 
records. 
 
TRUST FUNDS- This would be soft time. 
Any function related to the receipt, verification recording, and withdrawal of trust fund 
accounts. 
 
UBBM- This would be soft time. 
Checking and disposal of UBBM mail. 
 
VOMA- This would be soft time. 
Hours assigned for vehicle maintenance if a clerk is assigned to this task. 
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